In Brief
Vilches Barro et al. image, perturb, and analyze the microtubule and actin cytoskeleton during the asymmetric radial expansion of lateral root founder cells. Reorganization of the cytoskeleton is necessary for this asymmetric expansion and intertwines with auxin signaling to grant a basic polarity to these cells.
SUMMARY
How plant cells re-establish differential growth to initiate organs is poorly understood. Morphogenesis of lateral roots relies on the asymmetric cell division of initially symmetric founder cells. This division is preceded by the tightly controlled asymmetric radial expansion of these cells. The cellular mechanisms that license and ensure the coordination of these events are unknown. Here, we quantitatively analyze microtubule and F-actin dynamics during lateral root initiation. Using mutants and pharmacological and tissue-specific genetic perturbations, we show that dynamic reorganization of both microtubule and F-actin networks is necessary for the asymmetric expansion of the founder cells. This cytoskeleton remodeling intertwines with auxin signaling in the pericycle and endodermis in order for founder cells to acquire a basic polarity required for initiating lateral root development. Our results reveal the conservation of cell remodeling and polarization strategies between the Arabidopsis zygote and lateral root founder cells. We propose that coordinated, auxindriven reorganization of the cytoskeleton licenses asymmetric cell growth and divisions during embryonic and post-embryonic organogenesis.
INTRODUCTION
Plants continuously form post-embryonic lateral roots (LRs) that provide anchorage and a means to forage the environment for water and nutrients. These LRs are formed from small groups of cells called founder cells, which in Arabidopsis thaliana are recruited from the pericycle cells adjacent to xylem cells (xylem pole pericycle [XPP] ). LR morphogenesis is a self-organizing process characterized by the regular formation of cell layers and the emergence of a typical dome-shaped primordium [1] [2] [3] . LR formation invariably starts when pairs of abutting founder cells swell, their nuclei migrate toward the common cell wall, and an asymmetric, anticlinal division results in the formation of a stage I primordium (one cell layer). The following periclinal, formative divisions give rise to a new cell layer constituting a stage II primordium [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] . Tempering with these steps by interfering with auxin signaling in the founder cells or the overlying endodermis [8] [9] [10] blocks LR initiation, whereas altering cell-wall properties [11] or the orientation of cell division planes [3] leads to formation of primordia with altered tissue organization. The specific remodeling of the founder cells preceding their division appears therefore essential for the LR to enter the right developmental track [3] .
Auxin acts as a morphogenetic trigger for LRs and is required for both their initiation and growth [12] [13] [14] [15] . During LR initiation, auxin signaling is mediated by SOLITARY ROOT (SLR)/AUX/ IAA 14, and auxin response factor (ARF) proteins ARF7 and ARF19 [8, 16, 17] . Although these ARFs are necessary for founder cells to expand and enter division, a target of ARF7/ 19, LATERAL ORGAN BOUNDARY (LBD) 16 , encoding a transcription factor, is required for their asymmetric division [18, 19] . Even though we have learned a lot about the hormonal control of LR formation [20, 21] , we still lack mechanistic insights into how plants re-establish differential growth, especially in internal cell layers.
Radial expansion of LR founder cells is asymmetrical. It is more pronounced in the region where the founder cells abut, whereas it remains moderate on the opposite ends, prefiguring the future dome-shaped aspect of the LR primordium [5, 11] . This asymmetric expansion corresponds to an increase in volume, which implies generation of mechanical constraints that need to be dealt with [10] . It has been shown that such a mechanical conflict between the primordium and the overlying tissue drives the shape of the emerging LR primordium [1] . Yet, the cellular basis and mechanisms responsible for the asymmetric radial expansion of LR founder cells are unknown.
Growth anisotropy in plant cells is related to the geometry of the cell and to the mechanical properties of the cell wall, in turn mainly determined by the orientation of cellulose microfibrils [22] [23] [24] . Cortical microtubules (CMTs) guide cellulose synthase complexes [25, 26] to define a primary scaffold for the deposition of cellulose microfibrils [23] . CMTs are therefore prime determinants of plant cell growth anisotropy. The orientation of CMT arrays also influences the selection of the division plane [27] . Shortly before cell division, CMTs coalesce into a plane closely associated with the nucleus [28] , forming the so-called pre-prophase band that ensures the robust positioning of the new cell wall [29] . The orientation of CMT arrays has therefore a profound influence on the direction of growth and orientation of divisions. CMT array orientation is determined by the geometry of the cell [30-32] but is also modulated by cues, such as hormones [33] and mechanics [23, 34, 35] . The F-actin cytoskeleton has been shown to affect cell shape and division through the regulation of membrane trafficking and movement of different organelles, such as the nucleus [27, [36] [37] [38] . Microtubules (MTs) and F-actin cooperate toward the polarization and directional elongation of cells [39] [40] [41] . Exemplary is the coordinated reorganization of F-actin and CMT networks driving cell outgrowth to the apical region and positioning of the nucleus for the first asymmetric division of the Arabidopsis zygote [40] .
Despite the importance of founder cell remodeling for LR morphogenesis, there is no detailed study scrutinizing how the asymmetry in expansion is achieved, what the role of the cytoskeleton is, and how this is connected with auxin signaling. Here, we combine four-dimensional (4D) live-cell imaging, genetic and pharmacological analysis, and cell-type-specific genetic perturbation of cytoskeleton dynamics to propose a mechanistic framework for the transition from LR founder cells to a stage I primordium. We demonstrate that rearrangement of the MT and F-actin cytoskeleton and cell-wall properties contribute to the asymmetric radial expansion. We show that polar migration of the nucleus requires the F-actin network. Finally, we reveal that auxin signaling in the pericycle and the endodermis is paramount for founder cells to acquire a polarity crucial for their asymmetric radial expansion and division. This coordinated reorganization of the cytoskeleton in response to auxin signaling is required to initiate the correct developmental trajectory toward a LR primordium.
RESULTS

Asymmetric Expansion of LR Founder Cells Coincides with Nuclear Migration and MT Reorientation
Before the first asymmetric cell division (ACD) marking LR initiation, pairs of founder cells invariably expand radially and their nuclei migrate toward the common cell wall, where radial expansion is maximal [3, 4, 10, 11, 18] . To better characterize this dynamic process on a cellular scale, we performed high-resolution live imaging of Arabidopsis roots expressing fluorescent markers for the nucleus and the plasma membrane in which LR initiation was synchronized by gravistimulation [42] (Figure 1A ; Video S1). Measurements of the cell width at the central domain, where the two founder cells are abutting, and at the peripheral domain (distal end) confirmed the asymmetric radial expansion. Founder cells expand more in the central domain than at the peripheral region ( Figures 1B, 1C , and S1). Importantly, this asymmetry in radial expansion is readily quantifiable before the ACD. Indeed, during the nuclei rounding phase, cell width in the central domain increased by 22% ± 5% and stagnated at the periphery (3% ± 3%; Figure 1C ; average ± SE; n = 11). This asymmetric radial expansion amplifies as the primordium progresses through its development ( Figure 1C ). Thus, a change in founder cell shape prior to the first division prefigures the dome-shaped appearance of the LR primordium.
CMT arrays are prime determinants of plant cell remodeling during development [43] . To visualize and quantify dynamic changes in the CMTs during the transition from founder cell to a stage I primordium, we generated Arabidopsis lines specifically marking MTs in the founder cells by expressing from the GATA23 promoter [4] a fusion protein between GFP and the MICROTUBULE-ASSOCIATED PROTEIN4 (MAP4) microtubule binding domain (GFP:MBD) [44] . We observed that CMTs of non-dividing XPP cells are oriented in a spiral along the long axis of the cell (Figures 2A and S2A) . In radially expanding founder cells, the CMTs were highly dynamic and progressively reoriented to a more transverse orientation (Figures 2A and 2B ; Video S2). Interestingly, during the progression through LR initiation, the CMT arrays form distinct domains at the center and the periphery of the primordium ( Figures 2B and 2C ). Whereas CMTs in the central domain appeared isotropic in their organization, CMTs in the peripheral domain organized in transverse parallel arrays ( Figure 2C ). Although this differential CMT organization is readily apparent right after the first division and reinforces in the following hours (Video S2), it is concomitant to the asymmetric radial expansion of the founder cells, suggesting that both processes may be coordinated. To quantify this differential organization, we analyzed orientation and organization of the CMTs [45, 46] in the central and peripheral domains of the LR founder cells before and after division ( Figures 2C-2E and S2A). Before division, CMTs arrange in anisotropic arrays oblique to the cell long axis. After division, CMTs in the central domain tend to arrange in isotropic arrays ( Figure 2C ), whereas CMTs in the peripheral domain formed ordered arrays transverse to the cell long axis ( Figures 2C, 2D , and S2A). We observed similar dynamics of CMT orientation by using the MT reporter Citrine-TUA6, qualitatively corroborating our findings with the MBD marker ( Figure S3A ). As the GFP:MBD reporter produced high-quality images and GATA23pro::GFP:MBD plants did not show compromised LR formation ( Figures S3B-S3D ), we used this reporter to characterize CMTs in founder cells.
Taken together, as the asymmetric radial expansion of founder cells advances, CMTs become progressively more isotropic in the central area undergoing expansion and reorganize in a transversal parallel array in the area with restricted expansion.
Intact and Dynamic CMTs and Cell-Wall Integrity Are Required for Asymmetric Radial Expansion of Founder Cells To address whether CMTs actively contribute to asymmetric radial expansion of LR founder cells, we first monitored and quantified founder cell expansion in presence of drugs that depolymerize (oryzalin) or stabilize (Taxol) CMTs. We used concentrations that affected CMTs ( Figures S4A, S4D , and S4E) while not blocking cell division (Figure 3 ; Video S3). Twelve hours of oryzalin treatment resulted in increased radial expansion of both the central and peripheral domains, contrary to mock (DMSO) controls where only the central domain expanded (Figures 3A , 3B, and 3G). Conversely, treatment with the CMT-stabilizing drug Taxol hampered expansion of the central domain (Figures 3A , 3B, and 3G). Together, these results indicate that (1) CMT dynamics are important to license the radial expansion of the central domain and (2) To rule out that the effects of the drug treatments on the radial expansion of the founder cells are indirect consequences of altered CMTs in the surrounding tissues, we depolymerized CMTs in a tissue-specific and inducible manner by expressing a mutated version of the atypical tubulin kinase PROPYZAMIDE-HYPERSENSITIVE 1 (PHS1) [47] . background verified that, upon induction, CMTs were indeed depolymerized in founder cells ( Figure S4B ). In response to PHS1DP induction, the peripheral domain expanded more than in control conditions ( Figures 3C, 3D , and 3G), confirming that integrity of CMTs is required to constrain the expansion of the peripheral domain and allows founder cells to expand asymmetrically. Interestingly, PHS1DP induction had only marginal impact on the radial expansion in the central domain, suggesting that the ''overswelling'' of this region observed upon oryzalin treatment might be a consequence of altered CMTs in the overlying tissues. CMTs serve as intracellular guides for cellulose synthase complexes and thus control the direction of cellulose deposition in the cell wall [23, 25, 26] . Our results suggest that reorganization of CMTs during LR initiation may drive deposition of cellulose defining a central cell-wall domain permissive for isotropic radial expansion (with isotropic CMTs) and a non-expanding peripheral domain (with transversal anisotropic CMTs). To challenge this model, we blocked cellulose synthesis by inhibiting cellulose synthases with isoxaben [48] . Treatment by mild doses (6 nM) of isoxaben affected the radial expansion of founder cells ( Figure 3E ). In presence of isoxaben, the peripheral domain expanded more than in control conditions, whereas the impact on the central region was minimal ( Figure 3F ). We also looked at the organization of the CMTs in founder cells upon isoxaben by imaging the GATA23pro::GFP:MBD ( Figure S4C ). Isoxaben treatment leads to isotropic organization of CMTs in all regions of the founder cells ( Figures 3G and S4C) . These results indicate (1) that cellulose synthesis is required to prevent the peripheral domain to radially expand and (2) that cellulose deposition provides feedback on the organization of CMTs in the peripheral domain.
Together, these results suggest that asymmetry in the radial expansion of founder cells is facilitated by constraining expansion at the peripheral domain, a process itself resulting from the feedback between CMT transversal orientation and cellulose deposition.
Perturbing Auxin Response or Founder Cell Polarity Alters MT Organization and Radial Expansion
Upon initiation, founder cells invariably undergo a first ACD. This division reflects the polarized nature of the founder cells and requires both cell-autonomous and non-cell-autonomous auxin signaling [8] [9] [10] . We asked whether the asymmetric radial expansion of founder cells and organization of CMTs are linked to auxin signaling. To test this, we needed to identify backgrounds in which XPP cells submitted to gravistimulation would divide without leading to lateral root formation. To this end, we first used plants ectopically expressing shy2-2, a dominant repressor of auxin signaling [49] , from the endodermis-specific CASP1 promoter (CASP1pro::shy2-2). Although these plants fail to initiate LRs, when submitted to gravistimulation, the XPP cells divide (2.25 ± 0.31 [mean ± SE] divisions; n = 29; Figures  S5D and S5E ), but these divisions are symmetric and do not lead to the formation of a primordium. We imaged CASP1pro::shy2-2 seedlings, quantified CMT orientation (Figures 4A and S5A ; Video S4), and measured the width of XPP cells as they divided symmetrically. XPP cells did not expand radially before they divided ( Figure 4D ), and the CMTs did not reorganize in two domains, as observed in wild type ( Figure 4A ). Although CMTs slightly reoriented transversally and became more isotropic, their organization resembled still the one of nondividing cells (Figures S5B and S5C ). To further test whether asymmetric radial expansion and organization of CMTs are linked to auxin signaling in the founder cells, we used the slr1/ CYCD3 OE line [50] . In this line, although auxin signaling is disrupted, the overexpression of CYCLIN D3 leads to cell divisions in the XPP that are symmetric ( Figure S5H ) and do not lead to formation of a primordium [50] . We obtained very similar results to CASP1pro::shy2-2. Radial expansion was suppressed (Figure 4E) , and CMT arrays did not reorganize in distinct domains ( Figures 4B, S5F , and S5G; Video S4). Together, compromising auxin perception in the XPP cells or in the neighboring endodermis prevents radial expansion of XPP cells and CMT reorganization, although the cells divide. Therefore, CMT reorganization is not triggered by entry into the cell cycle.
To further test that auxin signaling actively contributes to the radial expansion of founder cells and CMT reorganization, we monitored CMT orientation in founder cells unable to polarize in response to auxin signaling. The transcription factor LBD16 is specifically expressed in the LR founder cells before the ACD [18, 19] . Expression of a genomic clone of LBD16 fused to the SUPERMAN REPRESSION DOMAIN X, gLBD16:SRDX, a dominant repressor of LBD-mediated gene expression, blocks the polar nuclear migration in founder cells, leading to symmetric divisions [18] . LR initiation stops after this division, and no LRs are formed [18] . We confirmed that XPP cells of gLBD16:SRDX plants divided symmetrically ( Figure S5L ). Interestingly, radial expansion occurred but was comparable in the central and peripheral domains ( Figure 4F ), indicating that LBDs are dispensable for the radial expansion of the founder cells but required for this expansion to be asymmetric. Quantification of CMT orientation and organization showed that CMTs reorient and form parallel arrays throughout the cell ( Figures 4C, 4F , and S5I-S5K; Video S4). Together, our results show that auxin signaling is required for radial expansion and the reorganization of CMTs. The LBDs, targets of auxin signaling, are in turn required for polar migration of the founder cells nuclei and the emergence of two CMT domains licensing the asymmetric expansion.
Actin Contributes to LBD16-Dependent Polarization of LR Founder Cells
We then wondered how the polar migration of founder cell nuclei links to the asymmetric radial expansion. The movement of the nucleus in plant cells depends on an intact F-actin cytoskeleton [37, 51] . To test whether polar migration of the nucleus is required for asymmetric radial expansion and emergence of two domains of CMT organization, we treated plants with the F-actin depolymerizing drug latrunculin B (LatB). Upon LatB treatment, we did not observe any coordinated migration of nuclei in founder cells, leading to symmetric divisions ( Figures  5A, 5E , S6A, and S6B) that resulted in formation of severely mis-formed LR primordia ( Figure S6C ; Video S5). Although we could observe radial expansion of the founder cells, it was symmetric: the peripheral domain was not constrained and expanded similarly to the central domain ( Figure 5B ). In these cells, CMTs organized in anisotropic transverse arrays throughout the founder cell ( Figure S6D) . Thus, removal of the F-actin network immobilizes the nuclei and leads to symmetric radial expansion and failure to establish two domains of CMT organization. To further confirm, with cell-type-specific resolution, that F-actin is required for the polar migration of the nuclei and the asymmetric radial expansion, we took advantage of the DeAct system [52] . The expression of the mono(ADP-ribosyl) transferase domain of the Salmonella enterica SpvB induces ADP-ribosylation of F-actin monomers, prevents formation of filamentous F-actin, and results in disassembly of all dynamic F-actin filaments [52] . We ported this system to plants ( Figures  S6E-S6G ) and generated transgenic lines that allow inducible expression of SpvB in founder cells. Upon b-estradiol treatment, F-actin cables disappeared in founder cells ( Figure S6H ) and their nuclei did not migrate, resulting in symmetric divisions (Figure S6I ). Comparable to LatB treatment, radial expansion was symmetric ( Figures 5C-5E ). Together, these results show that actin-dependent polar nuclei migration, asymmetry in radial expansion, and emergence of distinct CMT organization domains are linked.
The similitude between the phenotype observed when inhibiting LBDs activity (LBD16-SRDX) and disrupting F-actin (LatB and DeAct) led us to investigate the link between LBD-dependent auxin signaling and F-actin network reorganization. We first set to document F-actin dynamics in founder cells of wild-type plants expressing the second actin-binding domain of fimbrin fused to GFP (ABD2:GFP) [53] driven from the LBD16 promoter (LBDD16pro::GFP:ABD2). We observed F-actin bundles along the longitudinal axis of founder cells, which disappear to form a dense peri-nuclear mesh once nuclei were positioned asymmetrically in the cell (Figures 6A and 6C ; Video S6). By quantifying the organization of F-actin [45, 46] , we confirmed that the isotropy of the F-actin network increased after cell division (Figure S6J) . We then investigated the dynamics of F-actin in the gLBD16:SRDX background, where founders cells are unable to polarize in response to auxin signaling. In gLBD16:SRDX/ LBDD16pro::GFP:ABD2 roots, we observed F-actin bundles similar to wild type, although the nuclei appeared nearly immobile. Yet, we did not observe the formation of any peri-nuclear F-actin mesh in gLBD16:SRDX/LBDD16pro::GFP:ABD2 founder cells once the cell divided. We observed bundles radiating toward the plasma membrane from the centrally positioned nucleus ( Figures 6B, 6D , and S6K; Video S6). Quantification of F-actin network isotropy revealed no changes in its organization ( Figure S6K ). Thus, LBD-mediated auxin signaling contributes to LR initiation through the coordination of F-actin dynamics, nuclear migration, and asymmetric radial expansion.
DISCUSSION
We have precisely analyzed the cellular events that precede the ACD marking the initiation of LR morphogenesis (Figure 7) . We quantified the radial expansion of founder cells and observe that both founder cells coordinately and asymmetrically expand. The central domain, where the two cells are abutting, is expanding more than the distal ends, prefiguring the domeshaped appearance of the LR primordium early on. By imaging CMTs and F-actin specifically in the pericycle and founder cells in combination with pharmacological and targeted genetic alterations, we show that F-actin and CMT reorganization contribute to the emergence of this asymmetric radial expansion. We observed that CMTs form two domains: isotropic arrays in the central domain and anisotropic transversal arrays at the periphery. Using mutants affected in the response to auxin signaling in the pericycle or in the overlying endodermis, we showed that auxin is important for triggering founder cell expansion and the reorganization of CMT arrays. Forcing cell division in the absence of auxin response is not sufficient to reorganize CMTs. On the contrary, when founder cells can respond to auxin but are unable to polarize, they radially expand albeit symmetrically. The lack of asymmetric radial expansion is intimately linked to the polar migration of the founder cell nuclei toward the common cell wall, a process requiring the F-actin network.
The asymmetric radial expansion of founder cells is paramount for LR morphogenesis. Modeling and empirical evidences have highlighted the importance of the proper execution of the first ACD for the subsequent morphogenesis of the LR [3, 11] . Here, we show that when pericycle cells are not expanding (in CASPpro::shy2-2 and slr/CYCD3;1 OE ), proper LR initiation does not proceed, although cell divisions occur. When founder cells do not polarize in response to auxin (gLBD16:SRDX), CMT arrays are removed (LBD16pro>>PHS1DP), or their nuclei cannot migrate (LatB treatment), they can expand radially but do it symmetrically, leading to defects in subsequent LR morphogenesis ( Figures S4F and S6C ). This importance of asymmetric cell expansion for the subsequent LR development bears similarities with the first division of the Arabidopsis zygote. In both systems, F-actin and CMTs are coordinately remodeled to ensure the polar migration of the nucleus to the cell end undergoing isotropic expansion, setting up the stage for the zygote or founder cells to undergo ACD. This ACD gives rise to a short isodiametric daughter cell, the future embryo proper or the central domain of the LR primordium, and a long daughter cell forming the embryo suspensor or the flanks of the LR primordium. Interestingly, a transcriptomic approach has revealed that a bifurcation between the transcriptional signatures of central and peripheral domains of the LRP is established very early [54] , echoing the early dichotomy in cell fate observed between the daughter cells produced by the first division of the zygote [40, 55] . It is tempting to speculate that at the cell scale, embryonic and post-embryonic morphogeneses rely on similar mechanisms for cell remodeling and polarity acquisition. It would be interesting to follow also the vacuolar dynamics of the founder cells to see whether there is a similar dynamic remodeling as described for the zygote [56] .
Beyond these parallels, LR initiation and zygote division happen in different developmental contexts, and thus their cellular environment is fundamentally different. LR initiation occurs within the parental root whose tissues actively accommodate the growth of the primordium [14, 15] . The endodermis overlying the LR founder cells actively licenses LR initiation via auxin signaling [10] . It also exerts a passive role as mechanical barrier, revealed by ablation experiments. Upon removal of the endodermis, the underlying pericycle cells increase in volume and can enter division, although these divisions are not anticlinal or asymmetric and do not lead to LR organogenesis [57] . These divisions can be partially converted to organogenic ones in presence of auxin and of dynamic CMTs [57] , reminiscent of the observations reported here. Further evidence suggests a coordinated contribution of the pericycle and the endodermis toward the radial expansion of the founder cells. Oryzalin treatment affects CMTs not exclusively in the pericycle and leads to an overexpansion of the founder cells in both the central and peripheral domains compared to controls (Figure 3) . On the other hand, the targeted removal of CMTs in the founder cells by LBD16pro>>PHS1DP leads to an increased radial expansion in the peripheral domain, and the central domain expansion is in magnitude comparable to the wild type. Thus, CMT integrity in the endodermis influences the magnitude of radial expansion in founder cells. It will be interesting to precisely explore the role of CMTs in the accommodation response of the endodermis.
What between turgor pressure and cell-wall stiffness [23] . Our results show that differential growth between the central and peripheral domains happens before the two domains of CMTs are stably established (Figures 1 and 2 ), suggesting CMTs are not drivers but amplifiers of an initial differential growth. This is further supported by the observation that in absence of CMTs, expansion in the peripheral domain reduces but does not abrogate the asymmetry in radial expansion. The trigger for the asymmetrical expansion is unknown, but it is tempting to speculate for geometrical reasons that it could originate from the cell wall common to the two founder cells. To our knowledge, no studies have described whether cellulose synthase genes show preferential accumulation or depletion in specific domains of founder cells during the transition into a LR primordium and its subsequent development. Alternatively, this asymmetric expansion may require the local activation of EXPANSINs, proteins that can loosen the cell wall. It was recently reported that the Arabidopsis EXPANSIN A1 (EXPA1) is induced by auxin and involved in the regulation of XPP cell width and the loss-of-function mutant showed aberrant cell divisions in the XPP [11, 58, 59] . One could speculate that the differential expansion in the central versus peripheral domains could result from polar secretion of EXPA1 in the central domain and/or local change in protons concentration that would locally promote the activity of EXPA1, as shown in the transition zone [60] . This mechanism could be sufficient to provide a bias toward increased deformability of the cell wall in the central domain; this bias would be reinforced by the reorientation of the CMTs guiding cellulose deposition that oppose expansion in the peripheral domain. Alternatively, local modification of the mechanical properties of the cell wall in overlying endodermis could license local expansion. The radial expansion phase correlates with highly dynamic isotropic CMT organization. We propose that such CMT dynamics are permissive for the expansion of the central domain. A shift toward isotropic CMT organization in response to auxin signaling has been previously shown to promote cell growth and organ formation in the shoot apical meristem [61] . The asymmetry in expansion originates from constraining the peripheral end to expand. Although this process requires the rearrangement of CMTs in transversal anisotropic arrays, it is not solely driven by CMT reorganization. Uncoupling cell-wall integrity from CMTs with the isoxaben treatment revealed the existence of a feedback mechanism between the cell wall and the CMTs. We therefore propose that CMTs are part of a feedback loop amplifying the growth difference between the central and peripheral domains of the founder cells. This role of CMT dynamics in reinforcing growth heterogeneity has been involved at tissue scale in sepals and the shoot meristem [35, 62] . Local mechanical stimulation induces rapid, local reorganization of the CMTs close to the stimulated area [63] . Mechanical feedback may thus contribute to the establishment of differential growth. It is plausible that the expanding founder cell perceives the neighboring endodermis as an increased resistance to its expansion. This triggers a local reorganization of the CMTs that in turn leads to local cell-wall modification, possibly both in the founder cell and neighboring endodermis, resulting in the asymmetric expansion.
The asymmetric expansion of founder cells depends both on auxin signaling in the XPP itself but also in the endodermis. Interfering with either of these two components blocks the asymmetric swelling and results in an early arrest of LR development (Figure 4) . Interestingly, in all cases, we did not observe distinct domains of CMT organization. However, in the CASP1pro:: shy2-2 and gLBD16:SRDX backgrounds, the CMTs of the XPP cells did rotate after executing a symmetric division, suggesting that a very specific process is blocked and not the capacity to change CMT organization, per se. In addition, in the auxin signaling mutants, we never observed coordinated ACD, as we typically found isolated single divisions in the XPP. It appears that founder cells need to acquire a basic intrinsic polarity that is dependent on auxin-mediated signaling in both the XPP and the endodermis.
Our results highlight the intimate linkage between the polarization of founder cells, CMT reorganization, and asymmetric radial expansion. By manipulating the F-actin cytoskeleton, we could phenocopy the loss of polarity observed with gLBD16:SRDX and showed that the F-actin network reorganization is dependent on LBD-mediated auxin signaling. It is tempting to speculate that the disruption of radial expansion and the failure of nuclei to polarly migrate observed upon F-actin disruption are causally linked. Yet, the implication of F-actin in general maintenance of cell polarity (e.g., through the dynamic of the endomembrane system) suggests that alternative mechanisms might be at play. Precise tests of the role of nuclear positioning for the asymmetric radial expansion by either micromanipulation or genetic interference with the machinery linking the nucleus to the F-actin network will be required. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate which cytoskeleton-related genes are controlled by LBD16 or other members belonging to this family.
Here, we have developed two tools that allow to genetically interfere with the MT and F-actin cytoskeleton. To be able to control the organization of the CMTs in a cell-type-specific manner, we have introduced a genetic ''oryzalin'' that is based on PHS1DP [47] . This allowed us to specifically dissect the contribution of CMT organization in the asymmetric expansion and formation of a stage I primordium. We also generated a genetic ''latrunculin,'' called DeAct, on the basis of genetically encoded actin-modifying proteins [52] . Expressing SpvB in plant cells efficiently disturbed the F-actin cytoskeleton. Induction of SpvB in the founder cells interfered with asymmetric expansion and nuclear migration and resulted in symmetric divisions in the XPP. These new powerful genetic tools now provide the plant community with efficient ways to functionally probe the multifaceted roles of the plant cytoskeleton during plant development.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Alexis Maizel (alexis.maizel@cos.uni-heidelberg.de).
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS Plant Material and Growth Conditions
The Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia (Col-0) ecotype was used. Seeds were surface-sterilized (Ethanol 70% and SDS 0.1% or sodium hypochlorite 5% and 0.01% Tween 20), rinsed with ethanol 99%, air-dried and stratified at 4 C for 48h. Plants were grown vertically on 1% agar supplemented with half strength Murashige-Skoog (MS) pH5.8 at 22 C under long day or constant light. For transgene induction and pharmacological treatments, stock solutions of oryzalin, taxol, latrunculin B (Lat B), dexamethasone (DEX) and b-estradiol (b-EST) were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) as indicated. The isoxaben stock solution was prepared in ethanol.
The line DR5v2pro::3xYFP:NLS / pRPS5Apro::dtTomato:NLS / UBQ10pro::GRP:3xPIP1,4 / GATA23pro::H2B:3xmcherry (sC111) was created by crossing sR251 (DR5v2pro::3xYFP:NLS / pRPS5Apro::dtTomato:NLS) with stPVB003 (UBQ10pro::GRP:3xPIP1,4 / GATA23pro::H2B:3xmcherry). Homozygosity of all markers was assessed in F3 by scoring fluorescence.
For analysis of CMTs and cell swelling in gLBD16:SRDX, F1 of a cross between sR406 (gLBD16:SRDX) and stLB033 (GATA23pro:: GFP:MBD), were used.
For analysis of F-actin dynamics in gLBD16:SRDX, F1 of a cross between sR406 (gLBD16:SRDX) and sR407 (LBD16pro:: GFP:ABD2), were used.
For analysis of CMTs and cell swelling in slr1/CYC3;1 OE , F1 of a cross between sR450 (slr1/CYC3;1 OE ) and stLB033 (GATA23pro::GFP:MBD) were used. For analysis of cell swelling in the DeAct system, GATA23pro>>mCHERRY:SpvB was transformed in WAVE131Y. Homozygosity of the line was determined in T3 by checking the presence of the FastRed cassette fluorescence.
For analysis of F-actin dynamics in the DeAct system, F1 of a cross between pFR-GATA23pro>>mCHERRY-SpvB and pFRXPPpro::CITRINE:ABD2:CITRINE were used.
METHOD DETAILS
Construction of Vectors and Transformation
To generate pGr179-XPPpro::mVENUS:MBD, we cloned the region of MAP4 as described [70] using XmaI/XbaI into pGr179-OCS3
0 . The XPP promoter [71] was cloned into pGr179-MBD-OCS3 0 using KpnI and mVENUS was cloned into pGr179-mVENUS:MBD-OCS3 
